Sake to Drink From a Wineglass
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Manzairaku

MANZAIRAKU SAKE KURA Co., Ltd.
Address: Tsurugi Honmachi 1--wa -47, Hakusan-shi, Ishikawa
Telephone: 076-273-1171
http://www.manzairaku.co.jp/

● Alcohol content: 15%● Seimaibuai (rice milling percentage) 50%
● Nihonshu-do (Sake Meter Value + dry, -sweet) +2 ● Amino acidity:1.1
● Acidity:1.3 ● Rice: Yamada-nishiki (Kuchiyokawa Hyogo A-A )
● Volume: 720ml ● Price: 3,150 yen (tax inclusive)

Hakusan Junmai Daiginjo

Text/ Kaori Haishi (sake sommelier) Photography/ Susumu Nagao

A Sake that Combines
Flowers with Strength
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I’m sure many people imagine a sake
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Drink it at 15 to 18 degrees. The

sake.

with a flashy aroma when they think of

smoothness is not impaired and you can

It’s an ideal sake to have with a meal,

Junmai daiginjo, but this is really very

enjoy the changes in its expression from
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refined. The sweet-sour aroma
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drink it by itself, and slowly enjoy its

reminiscent of berry fruits is light and

a higher temperature I recommend a
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not overbearing—this consummate

in.

balance is perfection itself.

Tart foods go with the moderate flavor
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